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The form factor of the VSP-7005 Vertical Smart Probe is the first thing you notice, but the unique shape is not about distinct looks;
it’s about distinct advantages. Especially configured for automated scanning systems and non-handheld installations, the VSP7005 provides flexible options to support the most efficient workflow, and the backside of the device is perfectly flat for flush
permanent mounting solutions.
The VSP-7005 is designed for reading and programming BMDS IPT and IPTT transponders. Reading takes place primarily from
the bottom flat side of the unit, which provides maximum scan field strength for maximum convenience and easy accurate scans.
Three LEDs provide status indication, and if desired, you can defeat the standard confidence beep signal indicating a complete
scan, and work without audio confirmation.
Onboard the robust VSP-7005 Vertical Smart Probe, a fully programmable microprocessor allows; use of various data modifiers
such as mapping tables, location indication, and non-duplicated read controls, as well as upgrades, and new features as developed for special applications. The unit uses a standard Smart Probe cable connection, and because all outgoing signals are decoded and converted to a digital format before leaving the scanner, long cable runs are possible. Connecting the VSP-7005 Vertical
Smart Probe to any of the various BMDS DAS readers provides power, data storage, data viewing, and interface with peripheral
devices and personal computers.
The VSP-7005 is intended for use with the DAS-6001, 6003, 6008, 6010, 7010, and 8001 systems
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VSP 7005 - Vertical Smart Probe

VSP 7005
Automated fixed position scanning
For IPT/IPTT Transponders Only
Maximized Scan Field Strength
Flexible Mounting Options
Standard Smart Probe Connection

SPECIFICATIONS FOR VSP 7005
Over-all Size

3.07" wide by 6.3" High by 2.9" Long

A unique Smart Probe to meet your objectives
for data collection

Weight

7.80 oz

Especially configured for automated and non-handheld installa-

Materials

Durable molded plastic

tion, the VSP-7005 is designed for use with DAS reader-program-

Specifics

mers, including the DAS-8001, 6003, 6008, and 7010 systems.
Companion Configurations

Transponder Compatibility

DAS-8001

IPT-300 | VSP-7005

DAS-6003

IPTT-300 | VSP-7005

DAS-6008

The reader-programmers collect transponder data from the VSP7005, organize it within a database format, and shares this data
with a broad range of personal computers and digital devices.

DAS-7010
*Other configurations possible
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Please go to our website for additional
information on this and other great
products

Designed for Fixed Installation
Shown here configured on one of
BMDS custom designed cart options
from the MEO line.
Custom Applications and
Mounting Options

CALL US: 800 526 BMDS
or you may reach us on our website at www.BMDS.com
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